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YOUR NEEDS. OUR EXPERTISE.

Come to us with your on-demand 
printing needs and we will create 
a solution that will not only meet 
your needs, but exceed them by 
providing you the right printer for 
the job.

LOOK TO US FOR ALL YOUR 
LABELING SOLUTIONS.

We work closely with you to provide 
the right labels to meet all your 
requirements.  And not just the right 
labels, but everything for your labeling 
needs.  From labels to printers, and 
scanners to ribbons, cleaning kits 
and label designs, Computype offers 
this and everything in between.

WE’D LOVE TO HEAR FROM YOU.

Computype
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St. Paul, MN 55113-2567
Phone: 800-328-0852  I  651-633-0633
Fax: 651-633-5580
Email: sales@computype.com
Twitter: @computype
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The EOS1 and EOS4 printers from Cab have a standard 
feature that is extremely helpful: a touch-screen 
interface.  This makes it easy to call up existing label 
formats, add variable/fixed data if desired, and print 
them on-demand, all without connection to a PC.  Multiple 
complex label formats can be stored and recalled as 
needed, or saved on a USB memory stick.  Additional 
functionality can also be programmed into the Cab printers, 
so they can work as barcode “replicators,” for example, as 
well as provide on-demand printing capabilities of other formats. 

The primary difference between the EOS1 and EOS4 is the size of the label rolls they can accommodate: the 
EOS4 handles outside diameter rolls of up to 8”, while the EOS1 is limited to a 6” outer diameter.

(See complete specificatios on back.)

Features:
›  Automatic centering of labels
›  200 and 300 dots per inch (dpi) options 
›   Easy part replacement
›  Touch-screen control panel 
›  USB memory stick access



Specifications:


